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A PATH RICH IN HISTORY AND TRADITIONS ALONG THE MAGNUM TRACTUR (TRANSumance WAS DECLARED A UNESCO CULTURAL HERITAGE IN 2019), A TIME

TRAVELED BY TRANSumating SHEPHERDS WITH THEIR CRUDES. QUALIFIED ACCOMPANIES F.I.S.E. WITH DOCILE AND WELL TRAINED HORSES, THEY WILL BE

READY TO ENJOY AN UNFORGETTABLE TREKKING ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, IN COMPLETE SAFETY, starting from Poggio Picenze THROUGH AN

INCREDIBLE NATURAL VIEW THAT LEADS ON THE BANKS OF LAGO SINIZZO. IT LEAVES TO FACE THE RETURN ROUTE THAT OFFERS GLIMPSES OF THE city of

l'aquila AND its surrounding mountains, LIKE THE CHAIN OF THE Gran Sasso AND THE SIRENTe, AS WELL AS THE VALLEY OF THE ATERNO.

"Nel montare un cavallo, noi prendiamo in prestito la libertà"
(Helen Thomson)

TRATTURO MAGNO E LAGO SINIZZO 

poggio Picenze e santo stefano di Sessanio

walking along the sheep tracks that connect the Aterno valley with the Gran Sasso, a route rich in history and enchanting

landscapes is proposed to tackle with horses. starting from Poggio Picenze we will walk along the paths of the Campanaro valley

and crossing the mountains of Barisciano we will reach the small lake of S. Stefano di Sessanio, where the packed lunch will be eaten.

qualified escorts f.i.s.e. with docile and well trained horses they will be ready to make you enjoy an unforgettable trekking

adventure on horseback in complete safety.

H O R S E  T R E K K I N G

santo stefano di Sessanio e rocca di Calascio

starting from near the small lake of s. stefano di sessanio along the paths of the lucchiana valley we arrive at the medieval fortress

of Calascio whose castle is one of the highest in Italy and considered as one of the symbols of Abruzzo. walking the last meters on

foot you can visit the fortress and then get back on the saddle and return to the starting point. qualified f.i.s and with docile and

well trained horses will be ready to make you enjoy an unforgettable trekking adventure on horseback in complete safety.



T R E K K I N G  

"In ogni passeggiata nella natura l’uomo riceve molto di più di ciò che cerca"
(JohnMuir) 

nordic walking
Nordic walking has been one of the trendy outdoor activities in recent years. it is a type of

total body walk that not only involves the lower and the upper part of the body. It is a

particularly beneficial activity, which can be carried out by both professionals and novices:

the technique is simple, no demanding or expensive equipment is required, and it can be carried

out both in the city and in green, hilly and mountainous areas. A gentle but complete activity,

which allows you to train the muscles of the whole body and allows you to release tension

and stress. a slow approach, through the advice of an instructor, for each season, to walk

through colors and scents.

the packages offered include packed lunches and can be booked one week in advance

 

corno grande, you can't get

higher! (2912mslm) 
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"on 19 August 1573, Francesco de Marchi, the first to reach the top of the Gran Sasso,

described the unique and spectacular landscapes that can be admired along the way and

from the top of the Corno Grande. on clear days the view opens up to the Adriatic Sea. the

corno grande always gives wonderful emotions!

ring of campo pericoli:

among the Giants of the gran sasso 

hidden among superb peaks, campo pericoli is a splendid basin of glacial origin; place of

silence and refreshment for the mind. during the excursion we will cross the passage of the

portella, ancient access between the two sides of the chain, we will visit the Garibaldi refuge

(the oldest of the Gran Sasso) and with watchful eyes we will be able to see the chamois in

the distance, light on the rocky crags that surround us.



"In ogni passeggiata nella natura l’uomo riceve molto di più di ciò che cerca"
(JohnMuir) 

monte brancastello, among the

whiteness of the edelweiss (2385mslm)
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in 1974 the section of the cai of l'aquila wanted to celebrate the centenary of the

foundation; for the occasion I dedicate that wonderful path that first climbs right on

mount brancastello and ends, many hours later, on the slopes of mount shirt. among the

most panoramic and aerial of the whole mountain group, the gentle hills of Teramo act as a

watershed (on some days you can see the clear waters of the Adriatic Sea) and the disarming

beauty of the Campo Imperatore plateau.

Half "ricotta" and a slice of

 "voltigno"

privileged and fascinating points of view on the mount camicia, on the plateaus of campo

imperatore and the voltigno; possible deviation in the Caterina valley could give the view on

the wild angora valley; the splendid beech forest of the zingarella could surprise us with its

inhabitants... the extreme eastern edge of the gran sasso, with the meta mountain, will

certainly be able to give strong emotions!

a "vast(o)" tale 

From the medieval town of Assergi we go up through the Raiale river, among fertile

cultivated fields and luxuriant woods of oak, aspen, hornbeam and black pine... 

an immeasurable treasure of history and spirituality is kept here; already in the Neolithic

our ancestors found there refuge and sustenance for their existence (Grotta Amare); in the

Middle Ages San Franco chose it as a place of retreat and meditation before seeking even

more rugged and inaccessible shelters among the rocks of Cefalone; finally, John Paul II

enjoyed the peace and serenity of the magical town of S. Pietro della Ienca which, placed in a

decidedly sunny position, dominates the underlying Vasto Valley. An attentive eye will not

fail to see the presence of the wolf, roe deer and fox assiduous presences of the green valley

meadows; never predictable place, clear invitation to always new discoveries.

T R E K K I N G  
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"In ogni passeggiata nella natura l’uomo riceve molto di più di ciò che cerca"
(JohnMuir) 

from santo stefano to rocca di

Calascio 

tempra lake

The route winds through the Velino Sirente Park, after having crossed the slopes of Mount

Castello, you reach the small lake of Tempra, used for watering grazing animals and local game.

It is a circular water mirror of karst origin (sinkhole). The area is full of wild animals, and with

a little attention you will not fail to observe some deer or find the pole of its stage.

Continuing along the path you will reach the ancient rural church of the Holy Trinity. From the

lake you can start again to reach the Pagliare, an uninhabited village, but on the left you will

see the majestic Sirente mountain ridge.

Once the passage of flocks and shepherds marked the time of May and September, they were the

months in which we escaped from the rigors of winter or from summer heat. It is precisely on those

steps that we are going to walk; where resistance, sacrifice and love for the land were the

authentic values that moved an entire people. From Santo Stefano di Sessanio an easy route,

suitable for everyone and almost without danger, will take us to the ancient fortified village of

Calascio and its fortress; spectacular position that allows you to admire magnificent scenery.

Often the place could be admired at nightfall or accompanied by delicacies that will delight the

palate.

T R E K K I N G  
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"In ogni passeggiata nella natura l’uomo riceve molto di più di ciò che cerca"
(JohnMuir) 

from vado di pezza to the plan of

campo felice

rocca di mezzo

The lawns of the court and of the Madonna will give access to the beech forest of Calatora, a

rare wooded settlement for that quoota. You arrive near an old bauxite mine, a site no longer

active like the others in the neighboring areas. Through the Cucchiarello Valley you return to

the town of Rocca di Mezzo.

Challenging route depending on its length and height difference. The first part of the itinerary, up

to the Colleto di Pezza-Sebastiani refuge, takes place entirely within the Sirente-Velino Regional

Park. The return, first in the Puzzillo valley, then in the Leona valley and in Centomonti, to finish

on the Campo Felice plain presents scenarios of rare beauty. If in winter the landscape is whitened,

in spring the plateaus are tinged with a thousand colors and in autumn the red of the woods joins

the roar of the deer.

T R E K K I N G  
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“Le persone non fanno i viaggi, sono i viaggi che fanno le persone“
(John Steinbeck)

looking for truffles 

wine tasting

Walk to discover Abruzzo's flora and fauna and then find yourself in a cellar inside

the Gran Sasso and Monti della Laga park that produces wine, believing that the future

of viticulture is at high altitude, where thermal excursions offer unique

characteristics to the wines, where the purest air guarantees healthier products,

leaving no room for commercial procedures that would alter the natural cycle of

things and of a territory that is discovering a gift for wine.

Walking in search of one of the most characteristic flavors and smells of this splendid

territory ... crossroads of history and traditions ... we will leave you to ... "full mouth";

it will be a pleasure to see Marzia and Ughetto work together with their inseparable

conductor, while with their noses down they will find fantastic delicacies !! Welcome to

San Benedetto in Perillis !!

T R E K K I N G  C A N D

T A S T I N G



“Visitare terre lontane e conversare con genti diverse rende saggi gli uomini“
(Miguel de Cervantes)

l'aquila 

this route touches one of the most important places in the city: we will visit the Rivera village, considered the oldest and founding place of the city; the

monumental fountain of 99 spouts, one of the most iconic monuments of the city and of Italy, symbol of the history and tradition of the eagle. the

route will then continue with a visit to the national museum of Abruzzo (munda).

The route winds along the main axis of the historic center of the city of L'Aquila and allows you to discover the capital, its history and its art, through its

most representative symbols. Despite the few steps that separate Piazza Duomo from the Luminous Fountain, the itinerary allows us to "walk" through seven

centuries and thus learn about the thousand facets of a city with very complex dynamics.

Specifically, we will visit: �Piazza Duomo and Church of S. Maria del Suffragio - Piazza del Palazzo-� Basilica of San Bernardino �- Basilica of Santa Maria di

Collemaggio

G U I D E D  T O U R S

(itinerary 1) 

l'aquila (itinerary 2) 

castels around l'aquila

Guided tour to discover the most beautiful villages in Italy. Walk through the typical alleys to discover the palaces of the churches

and the Medici tower. Calascio and the fortress of Calascio: one of the highest castles in Europe that dominates the entire Tirino valley

and Aterno valley. Castel del Monte: a village that has recently entered one of the most beautiful in Italy. A labyrinth of alleys and

stairs, where spirits and witches stay.

media valle dell'aterno

Visit to the church of Santa Maria ad Cryptas in Fossa and then to the Necropolis called the "Stonehenge d’Abruzzo". The tour

continues discovering the archaeological area of the Roman city of Peltuinum and the remains of the Benedictine Abbey of Bominaco

with a visit to the churches of Santa Maria Assunta and the entirely frescoed Oratory of San Pellegrino. The visit can include, upon

reservation, lunch with typical Abruzzese roast at the refreshment point in Stiffe, between the green of nature that winds its way

between the Gamberale torrent waterfalls and the Aterno river.

https://aforismi.meglio.it/aforisma.htm?id=7b7c
https://aforismi.meglio.it/aforisma.htm?id=7b7c


“Visitare terre lontane e conversare con genti diverse rende saggi gli uomini“
(Miguel de Cervantes)

SULMONA

this itinerary INCLUDES A VISIT TO THE Abbey of Santo Spirito al Morrone and Hermitage of Sant’Onofrio AND TO THE Sanctuary of Ercole CurINO

About 70km from L’Aquila is Sulmona, the nodal center of the Peligna Valley. The city, homeland of the famous poet Ovid, offers a valid food and wine

tourism, with its famous sugared almonds and more: rich in history and culture, a visit to the historic center is essential, within which the main beauties of

the city stand out. .

Specifically, the itinerary includes: -Cathedral of S. Panfilo-Complex of SS. AnnunziatA- Medieval Aqueduct-San Francesco della Scarpa-Piazza Garibaldi-

Church S. Maria della TombA-Porta Napoli

G U I D E D  T O U R S

(itinerary 1) 

SULMONA (itinerary 2) 

places of celestino v 

Among the characters who have left a profound mark on our history is Pietro da Morrone, who went down in history as Pope

Celestine V, "the one who made the great refusal". This man who became Pope in 1294, made among the first official acts, the Bull of

Forgiveness, a document that establishes the first holy door in history in L'Aquila, which bestows the plenary indulgence from the

vespers of 28 August to the sunset of 29 : Forgiveness. It is possible to retrace some of the most significant places of Celestino and of

Perdonanza with this visit.

� Santo Spirito al Morrone Abbey and Sant’Onofrio Hermitage

� Cathedral of S. Panfilo

� Minor Basilica of Santa Maria di Collemaggio

� The Fountain of the 99 Spouts and the MuNDA - Borgo Rivera

https://aforismi.meglio.it/aforisma.htm?id=7b7c
https://aforismi.meglio.it/aforisma.htm?id=7b7c


“Visitare terre lontane e conversare con genti diverse rende saggi gli uomini“
(Miguel de Cervantes)

cycling the VALLE SUBEQUANA 

DISCOVERING UNIQUE AND ENCHANTING PLACES AND LANDSCAPES DISCOVERING THE SUBEQUANA VALLEY, AMONG MAGIC PATHS AND BREATHTAKING VIEWS, ON BOARD E-BIKES,

FOR A UNIQUE AND UNREPEATABLE EXPERIENCE. ALSO AVAILABLE HANDBIKES, FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE LAPS ADDRESSED TO PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES THANKS TO THE

COLLABORATION WITH AN ASSOCIATION CAREFUL TO THE ISSUES OF UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBILITY WITH Duly trained staff to assist people with disabilities. (PRICES AND

ITINERARIES TO BE AGREED ON THE BASIS OF PERSONAL NEEDS).

E-B I K E  |H A N D  B I K E
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